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That's right, JDn the number one post, see, right here. "Aridthis is number, six, here (on the north side). The doorway is
pretty wide.
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(These leaders on horseback would enter through this doorway?)
Right, and go on inside of thevlodge. And"he'll come over here
to about right \ ere. And the other group will come in ,here and
go in this lodge , and the other horseback riders here—two horseback riders are here. Then the last horseback riders is one .
here and one thdre.
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(So they're closer to the outside of the lodge—)!
Well, they're closer together here.
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Then they would be more

closer together here, because^ all the fellow members, two
different clans,', are in, here.
here.

They've got their full capacity

And thesei other two clans, they alTso fill this whole room,'.
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(So you have two,clans here and then two here, and your horseback people here;)
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Yeah, right ther£. And they are the leaders of each clan,
v

(Pause)

And thaij dance that they put on,.they dance as war
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dancers, or they wear war bonnets and moccasins—laggings, and
\
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all that, just like they would in any other danpe.

But they

have their own songs that they initiate" this lodge—they show ,,
their effort, that they've.done that work.

And after they all

^done that, they are given a part of initiating (dedicating) the
lodge to the sponsor of that ceremony (the pledger of the Sun
Dance).

Right after the sundown—or before sundown—that's

when that takes place. Ana right after sundown they're
supposed to be out ofQ,there-r-all the clans are.
many songs.

They dance so

Of course, after, they start dancing, they just

dance up and down* like this—like them Blackfeet (Apache Blackfeet dancers).

That's the" way they dance.

They just go up and

dance like that. <And them guys will' stand there—wil remain^ on
the horse and after the second song is sung, they'll leave their1
mount.

They lead their horse out.

That guy, to "the furthest -

side will come out and this guy On the South side will be the
last one to come out.
there.

3ut the dancers will remain standing

After the second song is sung, they bring the horses

